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                Independent local online news publishers flock to sponsored content


                
                  5/31/2016                   | by: Michele McLellan                


                
                  
A new survey of independent online local news publishers indicates they are making progress in increasing their revenue and diversifying the sources of revenue, including selling native advertising. 
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                KDMC shifts primary focus to consulting, archives web resources


                
                  6/15/2016                   | by: KDMC Staff                


                
                  
The Knight Digital Media Center is pivoting effective June 30, moving from offering formal subsidized training programs to expanding its consultancy with a focus on development of digital strategy and implementation for news outlets, foundations and nonprofits. 
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                Local news publishing on Medium: Exploring pros & cons


                
                  6/14/2016                   | by: Amy Gahran                


                
                  
Sometimes, the effort and expense of running a website can hinder the work of informing and engaging communities. Third-party publishing platforms such as Medium offer some solutions to these hassles, with tradeoffs.
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                6 nonprofit news sites achieve revenue diversity


                
                  6/5/2016                   | by: Michele McLellan                


                
                  
One of the bright spots in my 2016 survey of independent online news organizations was that six nonprofits have achieved revenue diversity to the point that none depends on a single source for 50 percent or more of its annual revenue.
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                Engagement defines community, mobile can help


                
                  5/23/2016                   | by: Amy Gahran                


                
                  
By making engagement opportunities ubiquitous, smartphones can extend and deepen ties between communities and news publishers. This matters because, according to new API research, engagement can define a news community.
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                Snapchat: An emerging platform for news for teens?


                
                  5/22/2016                   | by: Nancy Yoshihara                


                
                  
It may be time to experiment with news delivery to a young demographic now that Snapchat is the hottest social network among U.S. teens, according to a new survey. 

 
                

                
                  Read More                
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                Connecting with local mobile news consumers: New Knight research


                
                  5/16/2016                   | by: Amy Gahran                


                
                  
Today, mobile devices are second only to television for delivering news and information to most U.S. adults. New research from the Knight Foundation hints at some opportunities to connect more effectively with local mobile news consumers: Facebook, Wikipedia, Reddit, and e-mail.
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                Sponsored content: Getting the fit right


                
                  5/8/2016                   | by: Michele McLellan                


                
                  
News organizations that publish sponsored content say it must meet reader expectations for relevance and craft standards to be effective. For most, that meant creating their own in-house content teams separate from the newsroom.
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                Do people engage with lengthy news content on their phones?


                
                  5/8/2016                   | by: Nancy Yoshihara                


                
                  
Yes! They spend more time on average with mobile long-form journalism than with short articles, according to a new study by the Pew Research Center.
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                Even with labels, consumers are confused about native ads


                
                  5/4/2016                   | by: Michele McLellan                


                
                  
Native ads are usually given special labels to distinguish them from editorial content. However, their use of the same storytelling conventions and formats as news has prompted user confusion and has drawn the attention of the Federal Trade Commission.
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                Native ads: The new black (or green) for news publishers?


                
                  5/1/2016                   | by: Michele McLellan                


                
                  
With advertising rates dropping and use of online ad blockers on the rise, many news publishers are turning to native advertising, particularly sponsored content, for revenue.

 
                

                
                  Read More                
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                The future for news publishers:  frenemies or cooperative competitors?


                
                  5/1/2016                   | by: Nancy Yoshihara                


                
                  
The provocative question pops up in a new report that evaluates content opportunities by media companies in the fast rising, quick changing world of mobile and social networks.
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            After a decade of leadership, strategy and entrepreneurship training, KDMC shifts primary focus to consulting Read More
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            Our top 10 picks of tools, tips and trends Read More
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            Digital Leads: 10 keys to newsroom transformation Read More

      

  




    


    
      


      

      

      


                  

  
    Tools, Tips & Trends
  

  
    
      	Newspapers under siege as 65 percent of digital ads go to tech companies
	The Diversity Style Guide: Important resource updated and expanded
	The demographics of social media news consumers
	Tools that help reporters with routine tasks


    

  





      


    

  


  


          

  KDMC Consulting

  Knight Digital Media Center experts are available for consulting partnerships to help news and nonprofit organizations adapt to the digital information landscape. Learn more here.





          

  
    Training Spotlight
  

  
    
      
            

      
        Social Media & Philanthropy (Miami, FL.)

        
Knight Digital Media Center presented a workshop for participants in the Knight Media Learning Seminar in Miami. Workshop participants learned about effective practices for gaining visibility and engagement on social platforms.

      

    

    
      
            

      
        Communication and Engagement in a Networked, Digital World (New Orleans, LA.)

        
Knight Digital Media Center presented a day-long workshop for foundation communications professionals as part of the CommA Days conference in New Orleans. Participants learned about strategies in communication and engagement on digital, mobile and social platforms.
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